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Abstract 
 
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a technologic concept that is currently transforming and redefining virtually the markets 

and industries. IoT promotes the interconnection of all machines and sensors, thus allowing the exchange of 

information and cooperation between them and in the markets enables decision support in a more effective way. In 
past few years there has been an increase number of technologies dedicated to the world of IoT and inherent to them 
there are new challenges and paradigms. The increase in the number of devices in access to the network, results in a 
greater volume of information and gives rise to new management and processing challenges. With the embracing 
offering of technologies and solutions, the choice of a technology or solution falls on the one that best fits a project. In 
this sense it is essential to know the advantages and limitations associated with a particular technology. At the heart of 
these innovations are the IoT platforms, which allow the storage and management of data in an accessible, fast and 
simple way. This dissertation presents a study on some of the latest IoT technologies available in the market and 
proposes new solutions. It covers areas such as acquisition, transfer and data management. It was made 
performance tests on the featured technologies in order to reveal their limits, with particular emphasis on the speed of 
data transfer between devices. Furthermore, solutions were presented with real application in the industry, having as a 
model main technological innovation of the IoT world. In this work, it is intended to implement an IoT application to a 
flexible production cell in order to recreate an 4.0 industry situation. 
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1.Introduction 
 
In recent times has been developed one of the most 

promising areas of future technology, the Internet of 

Things (IoT). IoT is a new technological paradigm 

conceived as a global network of machines and 

devices capable of interacting with one another. The 

main goal is to obtain sensory information without help 

of human intervention. [1] 

The Internet of Things is becoming an important factor 
in different areas in society as it has brought 
intelligence in critical aspects like transportation, 
industry, health and many others.  
The Internet of Thing is described as a configurable 
wireless sensory network whose propose is to connect 
the things.

[1]
 In general, it is a communication of 

“everything-to-everything”, through the combination of 
sensors, connectivity, people and process.

[2]
 

The internet of things exists due to the existing 

enabling technologies that, per example, are: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Platforms:One of the main tasks of IoT system is to 

collect data from sensory devices, to send them for a 

cloud server for their processing and store them for a 

future use. For this, it is necessary to have a cloud 

server that can be charged with services that 

communicate with these devices and offer the data 

management, application development and other data 

related services. Examples of platforms are the 

ThingSpeak, Carriots and Kaa platforms. 

Wireless Communication:With the presence in the 
market of the varied wireless technologies, it is 
important to choose the wireless technology that best 
suits an IoT project. Depending on the application, 
factors as reach, data transfer, safety and energy 
requirements or battery duration will tell what the best 
technology choice is. Then it is enumerated the 
different wireless technologies most widely used in the 
market, giving focus to those that operate in the ISM 
band, which are Bluetooth, ZigBee, Wi-Fi and SigFox. 
In Table 1 it is represented the main characteristics of 
each wireless technology. 

 

 

 

 

 

Communication 
Technology 

Characteristics[3][4] 

Range 
Frequency of 
Transmission 

Velocity of 
Transmission 

Capacity 

Bluetooth Short ~2.45 GHz Slow Weak 

ZigBee Moderate ~2.4 GHz Reasonable High 

WiFi 
Short/ 

Moderate 
2.4 e 5.0 GHz Moderate Reasonable 

SigFox High 868 MHz Extremely slow High 



Intelligent Acquisition of data: 

Automatic detection of emotions has become 
an important area of growing research. This involves 
computer vision, automatic learning, behavioral 
sciences, and can be used for many applications such 
as human-machine interaction, safe driving and health. 
In the last decade significant advances have been 
made in this field, such as the growing interest in facial 
behavior in natural contexts and 3D imaging (3 
dimensions).

[5]
 But in many cases, there are several 

common limitations that include: 

1- The inconsistent or lacking reliability report 
between observers and the validity of the expression 
metadata. Unless the validity of the labels (emotions) 
can be quantified, it is not possible to calibrate the 
performance of the algorithm against manual (human) 
standards; 

2- Performance metrics to evaluate new 
algorithms for detecting emotions. Published results for 
established algorithms would provide an essential 
benchmark for comparing the performance of new 
algorithms;

[5]
  

3- Standard protocols for common databases 
to make possible quantitative meta-analyzes.

.[5]
  

The cumulative effect of these factors has made 
benchmarking (process of comparing products, 
services and business practices) very difficult or 
impossible. In order to become possible, we used the 
Cohn-Kanade augmented database (CK +), which is 
one of the most used data sets to develop and 
evaluate algorithms for facial expression analysis. 

[5]
 

 

 

Applications: 

There are diverse IoT applications for personal use, 
domestic automatization, smart intelligent, logistic 
sectors, health and environment. An example of an IoT 
application is the Industry 4.0. 

Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution is an 
expression that encompasses some technologies for 
automation and data exchange and refers to an 
additional state of development in the organization and 
management of the entire value chain process 
involved in the manufacturing industry, manufacturing 
infrastructures sensors and actuators.

[6]
  

The core principle of Industry 4.0 is the core of IoT and 
intelligent manufacturing:

[7]
 in-progress products, 

components and production machines collecting and 
sharing data in real time. This leads to a shift from 
centralized factory control systems to decentralized 

intelligent systems. 
[8]

 
The main focus is on systems' ability to perceive 
information, to draw conclusions and change their 
behavior according to the information received, and to 
store the knowledge gained from experience. 
Intelligent production systems and processes as well 
as engineering methods and tools will be a key factor 
for successful implementation of distributed and 
interconnected production facilities in future Intelligent 
Factories. 
Smart networking is an important component in the 4.0 
industry, such as cyber-physical systems, Internet of 
Things, internet services for product, machine-to-
machine, large data, cloud computing, cyber security 
and mechatronics. Thus, intelligent factories facilitate 
vision and execution through:

[6]
  

 
1) Cyber-physical systems, which with their modular 
structures, monitor physical processes, create a virtual 
copy of the physical world and make decentralized 
decisions;

[8]
 

2) Internet of Things, causes cyber-physical systems 
to communicate and cooperate with each other and 
with humans in real time; 

[8]
 

3) Cloud computing, both internal and intra-
organizational services are offered and used by 
participants in the value chain. 

[8]
 

 

2. Case Studies 

2.1 Case Study 1- Detection of human facial 
emotions 

For the implementation of a smart surveillance system, 
a Logitech 99 webcam is used, and software specially 
developed in Python for this case study and a 
database (CK +). The database (CK +) has 455 
images and is used to train an artificial neural network. 
The neural network is subsequently used to classify 
each individual facial image

.[9]
 Even before the training 

of the neural network, it is divided into two parts, the 
first part is used to train the neural network and the 
second part is used for validation of the model. For this 
test was used 10 images of each emotion, being the 
facial images belong to people of different nationality, 
which are perfect for the test. Some images have 
some imperfections such as vibrations and sudden 
variations of light, in order to simulate possible adverse 
environmental conditions and place the classifier 
outside the comfort zone for which it was trained. The 
results obtained for this test are shown in Figure 1. 



 

Figure 1- Confusion matrix created with the classifier for each 
emotion for acquired images 

In Figure 1 the correct classification obtained for the 
different emotions is high, ranging from 60% to 80%, 
which validates the algorithm's classification capacity. 
It should be noted that the confusions made by the 
classifier are coherent, since there are emotions that 
are confused with other emotions, since they share 
characteristics of form and appearance, as is the case 
of the pair of happiness / surprise and anger / disgust 
emotions. 
In neutral emotion, this does not happen, since it is on 
the threshold between the two ends of the expression 
(happiness / surprise and anger / disgust), and 
therefore, the probability that the algorithm confuses is 
equal among the remaining four emotions. 
The classifier presents correct classifications of real 
images, that is, images that present imperfections that 
are in different environments and whose nationality of 
the people is different. All of these are barriers that, 
when outdated present a good classifier and therefore, 
this classifier can be considered as a good classifier of 
facial images. 

2.2 Case Study 2-Study of IoT platforms 

2.2.1- ThingSpeak Platform 

In order to determine the communication times 
between the esp8266 and the ThingSpeak server, the 
millis() function of the Arduino is used. It starts a timer 
and records the internal run time. The time measured 
is the time interval between sending a message and 
acknowledging receipt. 
The communication time between the microcontroller 
esp8266 and the platform is recorded from the 
beginning of the connection and for the next five 
minutes and are shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2- Delays in communication times between the esp8266 
microcontroller and the ThingSpeak server. 

By observing the histogram of Figure 2, a typical 

profile of digital communications is verified. The 

maximum delay time is obtained initially, that is, in the 

moment the connection is started. The values of the 

connection times are between 680ms and 1000ms and 

a greater predominance of values in the interval 

[730ms; 850ms] is verified. An average time of 810 

milliseconds has also been verified. 

2.2.2 Kaa Platform 
In this test, the client is connected to the eduroam 
(IST) network over a Wi-Fi connection while the server 
is connected to the university network (IST) via an 
ethernet cable. The server itself is located in the LTI 
(Technology and Information Lab) on the university 
campus of IST. 
Considering the results of the readings of results 
stored in the cloud, the histogram of Figure 3 is 
builded. 

 

 
Figure 3- Histogram obtained for the time of communication 
between the server connected to the university network (IST) 
through an ethernet cable and the client connected to the eduroam 
network through a wifi connection 

According to the histogram of Figure 3, the 
communication times between the server and the 
client ranged from 12 to 300 milliseconds, with a 
predominance in the range of 12 to 50 milliseconds. It 
should also be noted that there is a greater probability 
of occurrence, around 50%, around 30 milliseconds. 
According to the observable, this first test presents 
satisfactory results. 

 



2.2.3 Carriots Platform 

In order to determine the communication times 
between the esp8622 and the Carriots server, the 
millis() function of arduino was used. It starts a timer 
and records the internal run time. The time measured 
is the time interval between the sending of a message 
and the confirmation of its receipt by the server.The 
measured times were recorded from this beginning of 
the connection and for five minutes and are 
represented in the histogram of Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4- Histogram obtained for the delay of connection between 
the esp8266 and the platform Carriots 

By observing the histogram of Figure 20, it is verified 
that it presents a typical profile of digital 
communications. It is also verified that the delay time 
is higher than the delay time verified for the esp8266-
Carriots communication. 

2.3 Case Study 3- Wireless communication 
between two xBee modules 

In this part of the work it is studied the communication 
times between two xBee devices. Two xBee series 1 
devices are used, as well as two Arduino one 
microcontrollers. 
The xBee series1 is a low-power radio device that 
operates at 2.4 GHz frequency and has a 2mW 
antenna. Two tests are performed. 
An image of the topology used is shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5- Topology used in the first xBee wireless test 

2.3.1 Test 1 

In this first test is determined the times of sending a 
message through the xBee modules. The measured 
sending time is the time between sending a message 

and receiving the confirmation of arrival of the 
message. Results of the test are shown in the 
histogram of Figure 6 

 

Figure 6-Histogram obtained for the communication times between 
the xBee 

In Figure 6 it is observed that the communication times 
have an average value of 211 milliseconds and a 
standard deviation of 58 milliseconds. Most 
communication times are in the range [209ms; 211ms], 
so according to the expected, we have a good result. 

2.3.2 Test 2 

In this second test it is determined the times of sending 
a message between two modules xBee from point to 
point. Results of the test are shown in the histogram of 
figure 7. 

 

Figure 7- Histogram obtained for the time of sending a message 
between two xBee modules 

In Figure 24 an average value of 9 milliseconds is 
observed for the communication times. It is also 
verified that only 4 time values are obtained, with a 
range of [7ms; 11ms], thus, there is a low variability. 
Which means they averaged 110 bps. The value is 
below the values given by the manufacturer [1200bps-
250kbps], this may be related to the processing speed 
of the microcontroller used, in this case the Arduino 
Uno. 

2.4 Case Study 4- Implementing IoT to a Cell 



In this case study it is implemented an IoT application 
to a flexible production cell, in order to recreate an 
industry situation 4.0. Data is acquired form sensors in 
the cell and is posteriorly published on thingspeak IoT 
platform. An image of the Cell is given in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8- View of the robotic scorbot arm (1) and rotary table 
storage (2). 

After loading the data in the cloud through the 
thingspeakwrite() function present in the thingspeak 
toolbox for matlab, data are available for viewing and 
analysis. 

Access to data in the cloud can be done from the 
ThingSpeak platform web page or through matlab. If 
access is made from the thingspeak’s web page, the 
results are displayed in the form of graphs. An 
exemple of a data publication on thingspeak website is 
given in figure 9. 

 

Figure 9- Graph of the part count over time displayed on the 
ThingSpeak webpage 

In Figure 9 it is possible to verify the increase in the 
number of pieces processed over time, where each 
point corresponds to a processed piece. It is also 
observed that the parts value returns to 0 after 6 
pieces have been processed. There are 2 intervals, a 
first of 18 and a second of 40. Between each part 
processing cycle there is an interval of 40 seconds, 
and between the processing of each piece there is an 
interval of 18 seconds. The value of 18 seconds for 
reasons of synchronization, since, the server updates 
the values on average every 15 seconds, as already 
seen in case study 2. 

The communication between the cell and ThingSpeak 
was done through one of the computers in the cell, in 
this case a computer with an Intel 3i processor and it 

uses the internal IST network to access the internet. 
The times of communication between cell and 
thingspeak were obtained in one of 1000 HTTP get 
requests and are shown in Figure 28. These 
communication times refer to the delay in time 
between the sending of an HTTP GET request and the 
receipt of the respective HTTP request response time, 
there is a timeout of 5 seconds. 

 

Figure 10- Histogram of communication times between cell and 
thingspeak 

In Figure 10 the average value of the communication 

time is 1012.8 milliseconds. The maximum value 

obtained is 4731 milliseconds, but with a low 

probability of occurrence. It should also be noted that 

most of the time values obtained are in the range [600 

ms; 1000ms]. 

3. Conclusions 

3.1 Study Case 1 

Good classification results were obtained in cases 

where the images to be classified are captured under 

ideal light and angle conditions. In the case where the 

classifier classifies images in real time, the 

classification results are lower, since the difficulty in 

maintaining good light and angle conditions increases 

significantly. 

3.2 Study Case 2 

IoT platforms still have some limitations regarding the 

speed of data transfer, since for applications that 

require a high cadence of data transfer, there is a need 

to request a paid version or aquire an own server. 

Therefore, the current free-use platforms are better 

suited for monitoring tasks. 

3.3 Study Case 3 

Current low cost physical systems, like xBee or 
esp8266, still have some limitations with respect to 
data transfer rate and power consumption. Therefore, 
in projects that need highest data transfer rate, 
migration to more expensive physical systems is 
required. 

3.4 Study Case 4 



Due to the time delay in the communication between 
the cell and the server and the server's own 
restrictions, the data refresh time on the ThingSpeak 
server was always less than 21 seconds. In this way it 
is concluded that the implementation of IoT to a 
flexible production cell is feasible for monitoring and 
traceability tasks. 

5. Future Works 

5.1 Case Study 1 

Regarding the intelligent surveillance system, some 
updates can be used, such as increasing the number 
of images present in the database in order to increase 
the accuracy of the classifier. better understand the 
constraints of the classification algorithm. 

5.2 Case Study 2 

In relation to the IoT platforms and being one of the 
technological highlights in the IoT world, the 
bibliography indicates that there is a vast work done in 
the fields of accessibility and real implementation. The 
vast majority of IoT platforms are private, which 
hampers the process of costomization and adaptation 
to a particular project. Today there is not enough 
development for an easy implementation. 
Still in relation to IoT platforms it is useful to test the 
communication speed between an end node and the 
server, which is overloaded, this is, when a server 
communicates with several nodes simultaneously. This 
type of test is more suitable for local servers like Kaa, 
since commercial servers like ThingsPeak or Carriots 
have traffic restrictions. 
5.3 Case Study 3 

In the case of xbee modules, there are a wide range of 
applications where these can be used. Given that 
there are several models on the market, it is useful to 
know the characteristics of the latest models in terms 
of data transfer speed and safety. In this sense a 
superior range of tests is proposed to the latest xBee 
modules. 
The choice of the processing unit to cooperate with the 
xBee modules, namely arduino or Raspaberry pi, 
significantly influences the performance of the xBee 
models, so it is also fundamental to study the 
performance of the Xbee communication modules in 
cooperation with the most varied processing units. 
The xBee modules are used in cooperation with 
numerous processing units, in this sense it is 
encouraged cooperation with the latest 
microcontrollers in the market, like ESP32 or Beagle 
Bone. 
5.4 Case Study 4 

In relation to the flexible cell of production, it is 
proposed to extend the application of the Iot to the 
whole cell through an IoT platform. In this way all 
elements of the cell could coordinate their activities 
with each other, thus creating a redundant system with 
superior tolerance to failures. 
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